SAM HARVEY YANKEE SURGEON -PHILOSOPHER GROVER F. POWERS
"The law of reserve is condemned to be broken down by the claims of the heart, and thus we all get into a position where we must step outside our aloofness, and to one of our fellow men become ourselves a man." Albert Schweitzer.
For apt terminology in characterizing the career of Sam Harvey, one turns to the profession of law; had he been a member of the bar his r'le would have been that of the scholarly judge primarily interested in the philosophy of the law, rather than that of a shrewd and showy trial lawyer. No field of knowledge is foreign to his interests and his erudition is apparent in even brief contacts; in medicine, his natural milieu is the laboratory and library, gifted though he is at the bed-side and in the operating room. A casual perusal of his curriculum vitae might lead one erroneously to a different appraisal; one notes the military career on the frontlines, the memberships on innumerable committees, the official positions in city, state, and national scientific organizations, the community and governmental activities of many and of diverse types; these would seem to characterize a busy man of affairs in medicine rather than the scholar and investigator. But it is just because of study and research and of wide reading, (a family joke was, "Sam is always reading!") by one with a retentive memory in socio-economic and historical fields as well as in all scientific areas, that the wisdom and experience come which bring request after request for counsel and guidance. Coupled with knowledge, experience, and wisdom, Dr. Harvey has a profound sense of responsibility for professional and public service. All of these attributes combine to take the scholar from the cloistered hearth and ivory tower into the forums of discussion and policy formulation.
But the productivity of the scholar is not lost, as is amply shown in his bibliography which demonstrates also the approach and interest of the philosopher in medicine. The studies in the healing of wounds and burns would in subject and content have delighted another sage and surgeonphilosopher-William Stewart Halsted.
Dr. Harvey has definite and strong convictions about education; these grow from personal experience as well as from observation. Because of this continuing background in the basic sciences he could become and is in the truest sense a general surgeon-one who is competent in the multifaceted domain of operative therapy. Harvey was a pioneer in the development of what are now considered special domains-thoracic, neurological, and vascular surgery. He is a master craftsman in the operating room, at home in these various branches of surgery. His technique is precise and meticulous; pyrotechnics and gadgets are not substituted for simple skill and dexterity. Of his Chief, Max Taffel has said: "Although he has been a professor these many years, he has never ceased to be a student."
Consultations with Dr. Harvey on professional matters involving specific patients are always for me a unique and stimulating experience. He gives meticulous attention to every detail of the care of patients for whom he assumes ultimate personal responsibility. But for the patients of other physicians the technique is different; Dr. Harvey sits impassively behind his desk, quietly puffs his pipe, asks a sharp question now and then, makes an occasional barbed comment, and lo! with or without a brief summary by him the diagnosis or therapy is clarified or the root of the problem brought into sharp focus and its complexity resolved! I am sure that every resident in surgery under Dr. Harvey will corroborate my experiences, recalling vividly the many five o'clock sessions when, after the moil and toil of the day, the knotty problems were presented to the Chief for the clarification sure to come. Complications and errors in diagnosis, treatment, or management of patients on the surgical service are not easily forgotten or ignored-they are recorded by assistant residents (quite literally and appropriately) in the service "Black Book"; for discussion of these reports, a weekly staff meeting is held-not always an hilariously happy occasion! All who know Sam Harvey are aware-often to their discomfiture-that a keen sense of humor is as characteristic of him as is his erudition. His wit is barbed and pungent and his humor often of the earthy type. Harvey greatly admired the late Governor of Connecticut, Wilbur Cross, and they resembled each other in their sly humor and love of shrewd Yankee jokes and stories.
Sam Harvey is soon to retire from the clinic and the operating room but he can never retire from the lives of those whose careers in medicine have been vitalized by his sparkling wit and broad scholarship, his exemplary craftsmanship, and his wise judgments. His counsel in formulating policies in the socio-economic as well as educational areas of medical statecraft will be reflected in the course which his profession will take in the years to come. And thus will his influence continue in the future; for . . . whatever it is that fills Life up, and fills it full, it is not time. In the twenty years between 1920 and 1950, he served as a member and often as chairman of the several committees of the School of Medicine, a total of eighty-seven separate yearly appointments to committees! One of
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